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Designed to work comfortably with your core reading program, this early intervention program provides the
significant increase in the intensity of instruction that low-level readers need to meet grade-level expectations.
SRA Early Interventions in Reading helps you identify struggling readers in Grades and provide them with
lessons that build mastery of essential skills through explicit, systematic instruction in five critical
strandsâ€”phonemic awareness, letter-sound correspondences, word recognition and spelling, fluency, and
comprehension. Ordering Options About the Program SRA Early Interventions in Reading identifies at-risk
children in Grades and provides the critical content and clear instruction needed to transform a struggling
reader into a skilled reader. Through daily, explicit, and systematic instruction, the program addresses the
needs of children who are not making adequate progress in their core reading program. Each integrated lesson
works to build student mastery of essential skills through activities aligned along five central content strands:
The program uses prescribed lesson plans to help you deliver explicit instruction which will assist students in
the integrated and fluent use of alphabetic knowledge and comprehension strategies. The curriculum presents
small-group instruction that prevents reading failure by providing: Explicit instruction in phonics, with an
emphasis on fluency A carefully constructed scope and sequence which prevents possible confusions
Systematic cueing of appropriate strategies to help children learn to apply new skills Suitable levels of
scaffolding to promote independence On-going assessment so you can evaluate progress and make decisions
about instructional needs Results from federally-funded research studies using the program materials confirm
that, after participating in SRA Early Interventions in Reading for one year, over ninety-nine percent of
students at risk of reading failure at the beginning of the academic year were no longer at risk of failing in
reading. The combination of quality classroom instruction and systematic intervention positively effected
reading skills of at-risk students Significant growth on measures of word attack, word identification, passage
comprehension, and oral reading fluency were achieved. SRA Early Interventions in Reading closed the gap
between average performers and struggling readers There was an overall positive impact on participating
students Components: Each lesson consists of multiple strands and the skills used to teach those strands. The
objectives box on the first page of each lesson lists the strands and objectives for each activity in the lesson.
Screening, Placement and Assessment Guide include materials for evaluating and monitoring student
performance in the program materials. Letter-Sound Cards offer catchy jingles to help students learn letter
names and letter-sound correspondences. Tricky Word Cards present words that are considered tricky because
not all the letter-sound correspondences in a word have been introduced to the students at the point the word is
first used. Student Materials Collection of Individual Story-Time Readers Level 1 give you 60 engaging
decodable books that students read to build fluency and comprehension. Each story provides students with
opportunities to read text that is familiar, predictable, and decodable. Readers are also available as blackline
masters. Challenge Stories Level 1 are decodable stories in a takehome format to provide additional
opportunities for students to apply decoding skills taught throughout the program. Student Edition Level 2
presents short fiction and nonfiction selections to help students acquire comprehension strategies and
content-rich vocabulary. Chapter Books Level 2 provide high-interest text to develop concepts and related
vocabulary that students will encounter in science and social studies 13 books total.
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Post-Study Abroad As the semester starts off and all Georgetown students are frantically getting back into the
swing of things, there is one group of people who are having a tougher time than most. Yes, you guessed it,
the fall study abroad gang are the most frantic of the students this lovely first day of classes. Between moving
into rooms all over campus to brief hellos in front of Healy, the amount of stress and anxiety is ridiculous. As
I am coming back from abroad too, I am suffering from many campus confusions. This is ridiculous and super
difficult to get used to. The Healey Family Student Center. Next question, what is the appropriate name?
Excuse me, who are all of these people? Do they even go here? And why does everyone look so so young?
Have I gotten old? Or are they all just geniuses? Why is it so incredibly cold? I actually froze walking across
campus today. It is colder than Copenhagen. My friends and I have realized that we have missed out on some
key phrases that have been added to this beautiful language of ours. Is that like a compliment? For all of you
who were abroad, you understand my problems. For those of you who were not, please help us out. We are
going to need it. Happy first day of classes, Hoyas.
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Showing of 19 next show all I did no enjoy nor relate to this book. Boys are mean, basically. But we all know
kids can be cruel. Girls exclude, boys torment. And the boys in here do torment. Largely upper class kids sent
to a boarding school with way too much unsupervised time to themselves. Dreesie Mar 17, Robert Musil is
one of my favorite authors and his story of Young Torless, published in , is one reason. The novel reflects an
obsession in this period with educational institutions and the oppressive impact they exert on personal
development. While it is in the tradition of the German Bildungsroman, the novel of education, it is critical of
educational system and the institutionalized coercion portrayed in the novel. In the American tradition, one
thinks of J. Sexual disciplining can often become the standard for other forms of discipline. The three catch
their classmate Basini stealing money from one of them and decide to punish him themselves instead of
turning him in to the school authorities. They start an abusive process, first physically and then
psychologically and sexually, while also blackmailing him by threatening to denounce him. While the
treatment of Basini becomes openly sexual and increasingly sadistic, he nevertheless masochistically endures
it all. Even though he is a willing participant he tells himself that he is merely trying to understand the gap
between his rational self and his obscure irrational self. In a modern way he is both a disturbed and despairing
observer of his own states of consciousness. While an investigation is made, the only party to be found guilty
is Basini. One important theme Musil also takes up is the Nietzschean idea of the dichotomy between Apollo
and Dionysus. This can be seen in the "two worlds" p 45 in which light is contrasted with dark, the controlled
and disciplined intellect with more spontaneous sensuality. Young Torless is an impressive short novel with a
depth of meaning and character that often is not achieved in much longer works. Two things did surprise me,
though. The gun was described and placed there but never used because fuck Chekov, right? Pages and pages
without dialogue, without events, without moving from a spot. It reminded me of something I feel when I read
Hesse, and it affirms for me the power of that interior exploration which I can shy away from in my own
writing for fear of it being uninteresting. Musil executes it so well. And those willing to abase him? Very
seldom are novels written from places of personal experience without collapsing, even if only briefly, into the
motions of maudlin nostalgia or self-defense. This is not one of those novelsâ€”from first page to last, this
affecting and disturbing account of anxiety, decadence, and the liberation of the intellect is almost clinically
concerned with the candor of its narrative.
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History Confusions capped a year of great success for Alan Ayckbourn. It was written in the autumn of , the
year in which The Norman Conquests trilogy opened in London to great acclaim, joining Absurd Person
Singular which had opened the previous year to similar plaudits. In Scarborough, Alan had also premiered
Absent Friends , an important transition play for the writer and to top it all, he wrote Confusions, a collection
of five very loosely linked, one-act plays developed out of a necessity to produce a new Ayckbourn play to
launch both a winter season and a small touring programme. However, the company did not have a permanent
home for the winter as Scarborough Library, home of the Library Theatre, was unavailable - a clear sign of the
growing desire of the Libraries Committee for the theatre company to move elsewhere. Early Confusion
Surviving hand-written notes held in the Ayckbourn Archive at the University of York indicate Alan
Ayckbourn originally intended Confusions would consist of six one act plays including Mother Figure and all
loosely themed to marriage from wedding to parenthood to break-up. There is no evidence to suggest that
anything originally connected the plays other than the broad over-arching theme of marriage. Alan would later
change the structure to five loosely connected one act plays, which do not appear to bear any resemblance to
his initial idea. With it deemed important to have an Ayckbourn production in the proposed winter season, the
easiest solution would have been to revive the summer production of Absent Friends. Unfortunately, this had
already been sold to the producer Michael Codron whose intent to open it in London in early meant it was not
available for Alan to revive. This in itself was usual as, at this point in his career, Alan had little experience of
writing one act plays; his only professionally produced one act play previous to Confusions was the short
piece Countdown for the anthology show Mixed Doubles. The first Confusions play was an existing piece
called Mother Figure. This had been written the previous year for an entertainment entitled Mixed Blessings;
an anthology of plays themed to parents and children by various writers which had been inspired by the
success of a similar project Mixed Doubles in Mixed Blessings was performed for a week in Horsham,
Sussex, apparently on a pre-West End tour, but was never seen again. Alan took Mother Figure back and built
Confusions around it. Having initially decided on six one act plays, Alan refined the structure to five one act
plays with - initially - no common theme. A loose link from one play to the next was actually only clarified
after a request from the producer Michael Codron; which would later turn out to be an ironic decision. By the
time he came to write the play, Alan has said the over-riding impetus was to create an ensemble piece
specifically for his company, which would not only show off their talents but also be an interesting challenge
for them to perform. Alan Ayckbourn has said in interviews though that the inspiration for Between Mouthfuls
can be found in his only produced television screenplay Service Not Included. This was written for the BBC2
series Masquerade and shown only once on television. The idea of the piece was kept - a waiter moving in and
out of overheard conversations - but the action substantially scaled down. Confusions opened on the 30
September at the Library Theatre before relaunching winter touring in October visiting the likes of Hull,
Workington and Kendal. It then returned to Scarborough and embarked on a local tour that has become the
stuff of legend within the Scarborough company. On Tuesdays, the play would visit Filey to be performed
in-the-round; on Wednesdays and Thursdays it would visit Whitby to be performed in the proscenium arch. Of
significant interest was the fact Alan sold Confusions to the London producer Michael Codron - who was very
enthusiastic about the play - before it had even had its first performance. In an article in The Stage in
September , Alan was quoted as saying he had never sold a play to London so quickly and that he expected it
to open in the West End in January ; barely weeks after it would have closed in Scarborough. Confusions did
not however reach London until May largely due to casting issues. So vases of flowers fall over. It always
rains, and the Mayor and Mayoress sit there and nobody turns up. His schedule, which included directing the
West End productions of Jeeves and Absent Friends, as well as the Broadway productions of Absurd Person
Singular and The Norman Conquests precluded this though and Alan Strachan was brought in as the director.
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The production and its preceding tour would be cursed with bad luck though. During the tour, Alderton broke
his ankle and performed one performance in a wheelchair and a number of others with his leg in a cast. The
actress Sheila Gish also fell ill during the tour and in a run of bad luck was also involved in a car accident
which led to her missing six weeks from the run, whilst Derek Fowlds had to take a break during the London
run due to contracting mumps. An Altered Talk Alan Ayckbourn is renowned for rarely altering his scripts
once complete and produced, but during the pre-West End tour of Confusions, he did make a notable
alteration. For her part in A Talk In The Park, Pauline Collins struggled to get a grip on the dialogue apparently changing accents and performance every night to try and make it work. Eventually, Alan rewrote
parts of the monologue to better suit her; it is not known whether the current script features the original or the
revised West End speech. Alan has always had an issue with the way the West End distorts his plays,
particularly in the frequent need to attach star names to London productions for what are, essentially,
ensemble plays. While there is no doubting John Alderton gave a well-received performance in Confusions,
there is also no doubt the London production became a vehicle for both him and Pauline Collins; they became
the stars of what was written as an ensemble production. The role of the Waiter in Drinking Companion and
Between Mouthfuls was, as written and originally performed, intended to be played by the same actor. Several
major publications on Alan Ayckbourn - wrongly taking the London production as definitive when it was not
even directed by Alan Ayckbourn - incorrectly state it is not the same Waiter in the two acts of the play and, as
a result, cannot with certainty say what links Drinking Companion and Between Mouthfuls. Linking The Plays
It has long been argued that there are either no links between the five plays in Confusions or not all of them
are linked. Both arguments are wrong according to the playwright. The suggestion there are no links is largely
down to the miscasting of the West End production in which roles were not assigned as the playwright
intended. In , the playwright confirmed all five plays were linked in the following way: The waiter who
appears in Drinking Companion is the waiter who is the focus of Between Mouthfuls. The production was a
success, but not to the extent of the recent clutch of Ayckbourn plays which had taken the West End by storm.
The reason for this was probably due to the nature of it being a series of one-act plays, rather than any
particular fault with the evening itself. Confusions closed in London in January and was immediately in
demand from the regional repertory theatres, proving to be a popular and successful play. It is also the only
Ayckbourn play to have an illegal production on record! This led to an article in Amateur Stage magazine in
which Samuel French Ltd warned amateur companies against producing restricted or unreleased plays and that
legal action was being considered relating to the unauthorised production of Mother Figure. Indeed, the
publishers Samuel French have it as the most performed Ayckbourn play by amateur companies since In ,
BBC Radio 4 broadcast the first of several different versions of Confusions with a production of Mother
Figure starring Maureen Lipman, Ray Brooks and Diane Bull; Alan noted at the time it was one of the few
radio productions of his plays which he liked. This has led to it being published by several companies and is
the only Ayckbourn play for which there has been a student edition constantly in print since The opening
night of the play coinciding with the birthday of the theatre on 14 July. The revival also put the play in a new
context as, by this time, Alan had become fond of writing one act plays and it offered a chance to compare
how Alan wrote one acts early in his career and then far later with plays such as Farcicals and Roundelay.
Confusions has remained a perennial Ayckbourn favourite ever since the s for professional, amateur and
school companies and is particularly popular with amateur companies where the different acts are often
performed in drama festivals or in various combinations. Article by Simon Murgatroyd. Please do not
reproduce without permission of the copyright holder. Portrait of Alan Ayckbourn by Andrew Higgins.
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Chapter 7 : Editions of Confusions by Alan Ayckbourn
Christiane Taubira "Il faut lever les confusions sur les permissions de sortie".

Chapter 8 : Confusions - Drama Online
Buy Confusions (Student Editions New edition) by Russell Whiteley From WHSmith today, saving 8%! FREE delivery to
store or FREE UK delivery on all order.
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A student edition of five one-act plays by Britain's most popular playwright. Ayckbourn's series of plays for actors typify
his black comedies of human behaviour. The plays are alternately naturalistic, stylised and farcical, but underlying each
is the problem of loneliness.
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